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Abstract 23	  

Recurrent (e.g. parallel or convergent) evolution is widely cited as evidence for natural 24	  

selection’s central role in evolution but can also highlight constraints affecting evolution. 25	  

Here we describe the evolution of green and melanistic color phenotypes in two species 26	  

of stick insect: Timema podura and T. cristinae. We show that similar color phenotypes 27	  

of these species (1) cluster in phenotypic space and (2) confer crypsis on different plant 28	  

microhabitats. We then use genome-wide association mapping to determine the genetic 29	  

architecture of color in T. podura, and compare this to previous results in T. cristinae. In 30	  

both species, color is under simple genetic control, dominance relationships of melanistic 31	  

and green alleles are the same, and SNPs associated with color phenotypes colocalize to 32	  

the same genomic region. These results differ from those of ‘typical’ parallel phenotypes 33	  

because the form of selection acting on color differs between species: a balance of 34	  

multiple sources of selection acting within host species maintains the color 35	  

polymorphism in T. cristinae whereas T. podura color phenotypes are under divergent 36	  

selection between hosts. Our results highlight how different adaptive landscapes can 37	  

result in the evolution of similar phenotypic variation, and suggest the same genomic 38	  

region is involved.   39	  

 40	  

  41	  
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Introduction 42	  

 43	  

Recurrent evolution, such as parallel or convergent evolution, occurs when 44	  

functionally or genetically similar phenotypic variation evolves repeatedly in multiple 45	  

populations or species (Colosimo et al. 2005; Arendt & Reznick 2008; Deagle et al. 46	  

2012; Pfenninger et al. 2014). Recurrent evolution of phenotypic variation that overlaps 47	  

in phenotypic space, under similar ecological conditions, has been widely used to argue 48	  

for natural selection’s role as a fundamental driver of evolution (Schluter 2000; Losos 49	  

2011). However, similar phenotypes might also repeatedly evolve under different 50	  

ecological conditions when genetic or developmental biases exist that constrain the range 51	  

of possible phenotypic outcomes (Gould & Vrba 1982; Smith et al. 1985; Arnold 1992; 52	  

Price & Burley 1994; Schluter 1996). Thus, a better understanding of repeated evolution 53	  

in response to both similar and different ecological contexts can shed light on constraints 54	  

in evolution. Classically, studies of recurrent evolution have focused on convergent or 55	  

parallel phenotypic traits that have evolved in response to similar selective regimes (e.g. 56	  

Colosimo et al. 2005; Castoe et al. 2009; Quek et al. 2010; Losos 2011; Reed et al. 2011; 57	  

Foote et al. 2015). By contrast, we generally lack examples of phenotypes that have 58	  

repeatedly evolved in response to different adaptive landscapes. 59	  

In addition to ecological processes, the genetic mechanisms underlying recurrent 60	  

evolution can involve different sources of genetic variation (Rosenblum et al. 2010, 61	  

2014; Manceau et al. 2010). As a first source, recurrent evolution can be due to 62	  

independent mutations and these may arise at the same site in the genome, at different 63	  

sites within the same gene, or within different genes in the same genetic network 64	  
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(Karasov et al. 2010; Manceau et al. 2010). Second, recurrent evolution can be derived 65	  

from the repeated ‘quasi-independent’ sorting of pre-existing alleles segregating as 66	  

standing genetic variation (Barrett & Schluter 2008). For example, both threespine 67	  

stickleback (Schluter & Conte 2009) and Heliconius butterflies (Dasmahapatra et al. 68	  

2012; Martin et al. 2013) have repeatedly evolved similar phenotypes through selection 69	  

acting on standing variation. The distinction between these genetic mechanisms is also of 70	  

theoretical interest because evolution from standing variation can be more rapid, 71	  

particularly in smaller, mutation-limited populations (Barrett & Schluter 2008; Schluter 72	  

& Conte 2009; Barton 2010; Karasov et al. 2010; Uecker & Hermisson 2011). In this 73	  

context, quantitatively describing the genetic architecture of phenotypes involved in 74	  

recurrent evolution is a first step towards resolving these mechanisms (Arendt & Reznick 75	  

2008). 76	  

Here we study the ecological and genetic mechanisms of recurrent evolution 77	  

using two species of Timema stick insects. The genus Timema is comprised of ~21 78	  

species of herbivorous insects that are endemic to southwestern North America and show 79	  

a wide range of within- and among-species variation in body coloration (Sandoval et al. 80	  

1998). Frequently, the same colors are present in distantly related species of Timema 81	  

(Crespi & Sandoval 2000), providing a well suited system for addressing questions about 82	  

the ecological and genetic basis of recurrent evolution. Here we focus on a green / 83	  

melanistic color polymorphism that is found within two distantly related species with 84	  

completely non-overlapping geographic ranges: T. cristinae and T. podura (Fig. 1). These 85	  

species are estimated to have diverged from a common ancestor approximately 20 million 86	  

years ago (Timema have a single generation per year; Sandoval et al. 1998). Therefore, 87	  
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they represent an interesting system in which to study recurrent evolution because it is 88	  

unclear if a shared genetic basis is expected between species that diverged so long ago 89	  

(Conte et al. 2012). Details of the two species are as follows. 90	  

Timema cristinae is endemic to the coastal chaparral of the westernmost 91	  

mountains of the Transverse Ranges of southern California and is found on the two 92	  

primary host plants (Ceanothus spinosus and Adenostoma fasciculatum). Within 93	  

populations found on both host species, green and melanistic color phenotypes segregate 94	  

as a polymorphism and the frequency of the color phenotypes does not differ between 95	  

host species (Comeault et al. 2015). Evidence indicates that these color phenotypes are 96	  

maintained by a balance of selective agents that are similar between hosts and include 97	  

selection for crypsis in leafy (green favored) and woody (melanistic favored) plant 98	  

microhabitats, differences in fungal infection between color phenotypes, and potential 99	  

fitness differences associated with climatic variation. Segregation of color in classical 100	  

genetic crosses and genome wide association (GWA) mapping indicate that T. cristinae 101	  

color phenotypes are controlled by a simple genetic architecture with most variation 102	  

explained by a single genetic region localized on a single linkage group (LG8), with the 103	  

green allele dominant to the melanistic allele (Comeault et al. 2014, 2015).  104	  

The other species we consider, T. podura, is endemic to the San Bernardino, Rosa 105	  

and San Jacinto Mountains of central southern California and also inhabits host plant 106	  

species in the genus Ceanothus (C. leucodermis) and Adenostoma (A. fasciculatum). Like 107	  

T. cristinae, T. podura has both a green and a melanistic color morph (Fig. 1; melanistic 108	  

individuals have also been referred to as “grey” or “red”; Sandoval & Nosil, 2005). 109	  

However, unlike T. cristinae the frequency of T. podura color phenotypes is different 110	  
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between populations living on different host species: green T. podura are, to our 111	  

knowledge, not found on A. fasciculatum (Sandoval & Nosil 2005). Moreover, 112	  

experiments have shown that avian predators preferentially depredate melanistic 113	  

individuals when on C. leucodermis (potentially due to the light green color of C. 114	  

leucodermis branches, an hypothesis we test here) and green individuals on Adenostoma 115	  

(Sandoval & Nosil 2005). Thus, in contrast to T. cristinae, there is evidence for divergent 116	  

selection acting on T. podura color phenotypes between host species. The maintenance of 117	  

melanistic T. podura on C. leucodermis could be due to gene flow between populations 118	  

found on different hosts, as documented in T. cristinae at spatial scales similar to those 119	  

separating populations of T. podura on different hosts (Nosil et al. 2012; Sandoval and 120	  

Nosil 2005). In T. podura, quantitative tests for crypsis of different color phenotypes 121	  

between different host species and plant microhabitats are lacking and the genetic basis 122	  

of color phenotypes is unknown.  123	  

Here we present analyses of color variation within a polymorphic population of T. 124	  

podura living on the host plant C. leucodermis. We first quantify color phenotypes in 125	  

both T. podura and T. cristinae to test whether they overlap in phenotypic space. We then 126	  

determine host plant microhabitats in which the color phenotypes confer the greatest 127	  

degree of crypsis. In addition to phenotypic analyses, we conducted multi-locus GWA 128	  

mapping to quantitatively describe aspects of the genetic architecture of T. podura color 129	  

phenotypes, such as whether they are controlled by few or many loci and the nature of 130	  

any dominance relationships between alleles. Finally, we map single nucleotide 131	  

polymorphisms (SNPs) associated with color variation in T. podura to the T. cristinae 132	  

reference genome, testing if they co-localize to the same genomic region as SNPs 133	  
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associated with color in T. cristinae. Finally, we describe the genes found on scaffolds 134	  

containing SNPs associated with color variation. Our results inform the ecological and 135	  

genetic basis of recurrent evolution and pave the way for future functional studies 136	  

characterizing genes causally involved in adaptation in the genus Timema.       137	  

 138	  

Methods 139	  

 140	  

Quantifying variation in color 141	  

 142	  

We recorded digital images of 42 adult T. podura collected from a phenotypically 143	  

variable population collected off of C. leucodermis plants (population code: BSC; latitude 144	  

33.816, longitude -116.790). Images were recorded in RAW format with a Canon 600d 145	  

camera equipped with an EF-S 60mm F2.8 macro lens (Canon (UK) Ltd., Surry, UK) 146	  

with an aperture of f/14, a shutter speed of 1/250s, and two wireless external flashes 147	  

(Yongnuo YN560-II speedlight, Yongnuo Digital, www.yongnuo.eu) set to manual. Each 148	  

image was captured with 1 cm grid paper as a background and included a standard color 149	  

chip (Colorgauge Micro, Image Science Associates LLC, Williamson, NY, USA). 150	  

Following image capture each individual was placed in an individually labeled 1.5 ml 151	  

microcentrifuge tube and preserved in 95% ethanol for subsequent DNA extraction. 152	  

Images were linearized and corrected to 80% reflectance based on a neutral gray color 153	  

target (target #10 of the cologauge micro color chip) with Adobe’s Photoshop Lightroom 154	  

4 software (Adobe Systems Software Ireland Ltd), and saved as a .tif file. To quantify 155	  

color in T. cristinae we used 602 images of T. cristinae that were collected using the 156	  
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same protocol outlined above in a previous study, but used only to qualitatively describe 157	  

color in T. cristinae (classified as green versus non-green body coloration; Comeault et 158	  

al. 2015). Here, we report novel analyses of these photos based on quantitative 159	  

measurements of color. 160	  

In addition to images of insects, we recorded digital images of plant microhabitats 161	  

frequently encountered by Timema in nature, which have not been analyzed in past work. 162	  

Specifically, for T. podura we recorded images of the host plants C. leucodermis and A. 163	  

fasciculatum, and for T. cristinae we recorded images of C. spinonus and A. fasciculatum. 164	  

For each host plant we recorded images of the leaf leaves and wood. For Ceanothus spp., 165	  

images of both the top and bottom of the leaves were recorded. A. fasciculatum leaves are 166	  

needle-like and do not have a definable top or bottom; therefore we did not define a leaf 167	  

top or bottom for this host species. From host plants collected from the same location as 168	  

the T. podura included in this study (33.816, -116.790) we recorded 11 images for the top 169	  

and bottom of C. leucodermis leaves, 10 images of C. leucodermis wood, 11 images of A. 170	  

fasciculatum leaves and 10 images of A. fasciculatum wood. From host plants collected 171	  

from the same location as T. cristinae (34.518, -119.801) we recorded 5 and 6 images of 172	  

the top and bottom of C. spinosus leaves, respectively, 5 images from the wood of C. 173	  

spinosus, and 6 images of the leaves and wood of A. fasciculatum plants.  174	  

To quantify color we first recorded RGB values from linearized and corrected 175	  

digital images. For T. podura and T. cristinae we measured color on the lateral margin of 176	  

the second thoracic segment, and for plant microhabitats we measured areas of the given 177	  

microhabitat that lacked shadow and glare, using the polygon selection tool in ImageJ 178	  

(Abràmoff et al. 2004). We then recorded mean RGB values for each color patch using 179	  
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the color histogram plugin in ImageJ. For each color patch we converted raw RGB values 180	  

to variables representing two color channels and one luminance channel as suggested by 181	  

Endler (2012). A red-green color channel (RG) was calculated using the relationship (R-182	  

G)/(R+G), a green-blue color channel (GB) as (G-B)/(G+B), and a luminance (i.e. 183	  

brightness; L) channel as (R+G+B) for each individual and microhabitat type (Endler 184	  

2012). While this method of measuring color does not take into account the visual system 185	  

of the receiver or the light environment an object is viewed in, it does represent an 186	  

unbiased quantification of color that can be useful in a comparative context. Moreover, T. 187	  

cristinae does not reflect UV light (Comeault et al. 2015) indicating that the digital 188	  

images we use here likely capture a majority of the biologically relevant differences 189	  

between the color phenotypes. 190	  

Using RG, GB, and L values we quantified phenotypic overlap in color between 191	  

T. podura and T. cristinae. First, we used linear models to compare RG, GB, and L 192	  

values between green and melanistic T. podura color phenotypes, green and melanistic T. 193	  

cristinae color phenotypes, green T. podura and green T. cristinae, and melanistic T. 194	  

podura and melanistic T. cristinae. We also analyzed the position of the different color 195	  

phenotypes in phenotypic space using an approach analogous to that used by Beuttell & 196	  

Losos (1999) to quantify clustering of Anolis ecomorphs in multivariate phenotypic 197	  

space. Specifically, we first calculated the Euclidean distance between all individuals in 198	  

our sample (i.e. all pairwise comparisons) in RG – GB color space. We then used 199	  

Wilcoxon signed rank tests to determine differences in color distance between the same 200	  

colored individuals of the two species (i.e., the distances between green T. podura and 201	  

green T. cristinae or melanistic T. podura and melanistic T. cristinae) and either different 202	  
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colored individuals of T. cristinae or different colored individuals of T. podura. These 203	  

analyses enabled us to ask whether the same color phenotypes of the two species are 204	  

closer to each other, in phenotypic space, than to the alternate color phenotype of their 205	  

own species.  206	  

To estimate the degree of color matching between the two color morphs of T. 207	  

podura and different plant microhabitats we calculated three measures of ‘color 208	  

matching’ by subtracting individual T. podura color (RG and GB) and luminance (L) 209	  

values from those of each of the five different plant microhabitats. We then determined 210	  

whether the different color phenotypes of T. podura differed in their degree of color 211	  

matching to different host plant microhabitats by comparing the difference between RG, 212	  

GB, and L values of different individual / plant-microhabitat combinations using nested 213	  

analysis of variance (ANOVA). We have previously described levels of color matching 214	  

between color phenotypes of T. cristinae and their host plant microhabitats using 215	  

reflectance spectra (Comeault et al. 2015). However, we here carried out a parallel 216	  

analysis in T. cristinae based on the measures from photographs as described above. This 217	  

allowed us to confirm results obtained from reflectance spectra and to directly compare 218	  

results to those from T. podura. Within T. cristinae, we recovered qualitatively similar 219	  

results when using the RG, GB, and L metrics to those obtained from color analyses of 220	  

reflectance spectra that take into account both the visual system of the receiver and the 221	  

ambient light environment (see Fig. S1 and Comeault et al. 2015). All statistical analyses 222	  

were carried out in R (Core Team 2013). 223	  

 224	  

Genomic sampling 225	  
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 226	  

We extracted whole genomic DNA from 50 T. podura (19 green and 31 227	  

melanistic) that included the same 42 individuals used to quantify color from photographs 228	  

and 8 additional individuals sampled from the same population (qualitatively scored as 229	  

“green” or “melanistic”) using Qiagen DNeasy blood and tissue kits (Qiagen). Following 230	  

the method of Parchman et al. (2012), which we have applied to Timema in the past 231	  

(Nosil et al. 2012; Comeault et al. 2014; Gompert et al. 2014), we created individually 232	  

barcoded restriction-site associated DNA libraries for sequencing on the Illumina HiSeq 233	  

platform. Briefly, these libraries are generated by digesting genomic DNA in the presence 234	  

of the restriction enzymes EcoRI and MseI (New England Biolabs), ligating double 235	  

stranded adapters containing the Illumina priming site and one of 50 unique 8 to 10 base 236	  

pair (bp) barcode sequence to the restriction fragments, and amplifying ligated fragments 237	  

using the polymerase chain reaction (PCR). For a detailed protocol refer to Parchman et 238	  

al. (2012). We then pooled these 50 libraries with an additional 48 uniquely barcoded 239	  

libraries that were part of another study. The pooled libraries were selected for fragments 240	  

ranging in size from 300 to 500 bp with Pippin-prep targeted size selection (Sage 241	  

Science, Inc., MA, USA) and sequenced on a single lane of the Illumina HiSeq2000 242	  

platform using V3 reagents at the National Center for Genome Research (Santa Fe, NM, 243	  

USA). Sequenced libraries were used to generate a genotype-by-sequencing (GBS) 244	  

dataset that allowed us to map the genetic basis of T. podura color phenotypes.   245	  

We removed barcodes and the following six bp of the EcoRI cut site from raw 246	  

sequence reads, while allowing for single bp errors in the barcode sequence due to 247	  

synthesis or sequencing error, using a custom Perl script developed and implemented in 248	  
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Nosil et al. (2012). Following removal of barcode sequences this resulted in a total of 249	  

130,280,785 raw sequence reads with an average of 2,605,616 reads per individual (95% 250	  

interval = 1,351,013 – 3,356,050) and an average length of 83 bp (95% interval = 63 – 251	  

86). We aligned 90,923,479 of these reads (69.8%) to the reference genome sequence of 252	  

T. cristinae (Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014) using bowtie2 version 2.1.0 (Langmead & 253	  

Salzberg 2012) with the local model and the ‘--very-sensitive-local’ preset (-D 20 -R 3 -N 254	  

0 -L 20 -i S,1,0.50). We used samtools version 0.1.19 (Li et al. 2009) to sort and index 255	  

alignments. We used the reads mapped to the T. cristinae genome to generate a reference 256	  

consensus sequence of T. podura using samtools mpilup and bcftools. We used vcfutils.pl 257	  

with the vcf2fq command to filter out positions with a number of reads below 8 and 258	  

above 500, as well as those with a phred-scale mapping quality score lower than 20. 259	  

Filtered sites were coded as missing data. Subsequently, we used bowtie2 with the same 260	  

arguments used above to align 100,095,223 raw reads (76.8%) to this reference 261	  

consensus. As before, the alignments were sorted and indexed with samtools.  262	  

Variants were called using samtools, mpileup, and bcftools using the full prior 263	  

and requiring the probability of the data to be less than 0.5 under the null hypothesis that 264	  

all samples were homozygous for the reference allele to call a variant. Insertion and 265	  

deletion polymorphisms were discarded. We identified 638,828 single nucleotide 266	  

polymorphisms (SNPs) that were reduced to 137,650 SNPs after discarding SNPs for 267	  

which there were sequence data for less than 40% of the individuals, low confidence calls 268	  

with a phred-scale quality score lower than 20, and SNPs with more than two alleles. 269	  

Average depth of the retained SNPs across all individuals was ~460x  (mean coverage 270	  

per SNP per individual ~ 9x). We used a custom Perl script to calculate empirical 271	  
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Bayesian posterior probabilities for the genotypes of each individual and locus using the 272	  

genotype likelihoods and allele frequencies estimated by bcftools along with Hardy-273	  

Weinberg priors (i.e. p(A)=p2; p(a)=(1-p)2; p(Aa)= 2p(1-p)). Finally, we computed the 274	  

posterior mean genotype scores for each individual, at each locus, by multiplying the 275	  

probability of the homozygous minor allele genotype by two and adding the probability 276	  

of the heterozygous genotype. These imputed genotype scores range from zero to two and 277	  

represent the dosage of the minor allele in a given genotype. All imputed genotype scores 278	  

were saved in bimbam file format and used for GWA mapping analyses. Principal 279	  

component analysis based on imputed genotype scores for these 50 individuals revealed a 280	  

lack of genetic structure (see Fig. S2 of SI). 281	  

 282	  

Genetic architecture of T. podura color phenotypes estimated using GWA 283	  

 284	  

We estimated aspects of the genetic architecture of color variation in T. podura 285	  

using multi-locus Bayesian sparse linear mixed models (BSLMMs) as implemented in 286	  

the software package gemma (Zhou & Stephens 2012; Zhou et al. 2013). Because T. 287	  

podura color phenotypes were completely non-overlapping in two-dimensional color 288	  

space (Fig 1b) we unambiguously scored each of the 50 genotyped individuals as green 289	  

(n = 19) or melanistic (n = 31) and ran probit BSLMMs in gemma (as done for green and 290	  

melanistic phenotypes of T. cristinae in Comeault et al. 2015). BSLMMs allow for multi-291	  

SNP mapping and can be used to estimate three hyperparameters that describe aspects of 292	  

the genetic architecture of a given trait (Zhou & Stephens 2012; Zhou et al. 2013). First, 293	  

the model estimates the total phenotypic variation explained by all the SNPs included in 294	  
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an analysis (proportion of phenotypic variation explained; PVE). PVE is therefore an 295	  

estimate of the combined effect of SNPs with both ‘large’ (i.e., detectable) phenotypic 296	  

effects and ‘polygenic’ (i.e., infinitesimal and undetectable) SNPs with minor effects on 297	  

phenotypic variation. Second, gemma estimates the proportion of the total phenotypic 298	  

variation (i.e. PVE) that can be explained by ‘large-effect’ SNPs alone (proportion of 299	  

genetically-explained variation; PGE). Third, gemma estimates the number of SNPs (n-300	  

SNP) that have non-zero effects on phenotypic variation (i.e. the number for which the 301	  

relationship between genotype and phenotype [β] is greater than zero). In essence, the 302	  

estimate of n-SNP represents the number of ‘large-effect’ SNPs needed to explain the 303	  

PGE. We implemented BSLMMs in gemma with 10 independent Markov-chain Monte 304	  

Carlo (MCMC) chains ran for 25 million steps with an initial burn-in period of 5 million 305	  

steps. Parameter values estimated by the BSLMMs were recorded every 100 steps and 306	  

written every 10,000 steps. All additional options in gemma remained at default values 307	  

and SNPs with minor allele frequencies < 0.01 were excluded from these analyses. Here 308	  

we report the median and 95% credible interval (95% equal tail posterior probability 309	  

intervals [95% ETPPIs]) for PVE, PGE, PVE x PGE (an estimate of the total phenotypic 310	  

variation explained by only SNPs with large phenotypic effects), and n-SNP.  311	  

We carried out analyses to test the strength of the genetic signal in our data set to 312	  

accurately estimate hyperparameters. First, we conducted a permutation test using GWA 313	  

mapping in gemma as described above with five data sets generated by randomly 314	  

permuting phenotypic scores for each individual. Second, we performed cross validation 315	  

using the genomic prediction function in gemma to predict phenotypes of individuals 316	  

whose color phenotype was randomly masked from our data set (SI for details). 317	  
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In addition to the hyperparameters described above, gemma provides the posterior 318	  

inclusion probability (PIP) and estimates the phenotypic effect (β) of each SNP that is 319	  

identified to have a non-zero effect on phenotypic variation in at-least one model 320	  

iteration. As such, PIP is computed as the proportion of BSLMM iterations for which a 321	  

given SNP is identified as having a non-zero β. Therefore, SNPs that are more strongly 322	  

associated with phenotypic variation will have larger PIPs and these SNPs are the 323	  

strongest candidates of being linked to the functional variant(s) underlying phenotypic 324	  

variation. Here we focus on high PIP as evidence that a given SNP is associated with 325	  

variation in T. podura color phenotypes. 326	  

 327	  

Co-localization of regions associated with color in the two species 328	  

 329	  

To determine whether SNPs associated with color phenotypes (‘candidate SNPs’ 330	  

hereafter) in T. podura map to similar genomic regions as those in T. cristinae, we 331	  

localized genetic effects by calculating the mean PIP of SNPs at two different genomic 332	  

scales. First, we calculated the mean PIP of SNPs mapping to each of the 13 T. cristinae 333	  

linkage groups (LGs) (Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014). Second, we calculated the mean PIP 334	  

of SNPs mapping to each of the 1413 scaffolds (1311 of which contained SNPs in our 335	  

data sets) that make up the 13 T. cristinae LGs.  336	  

Because we found SNPs mapping to LG 8 to have the largest mean PIP in both T. 337	  

cristinae and T. podura (see Results), we assessed the likelihood that this pattern would 338	  

happen by chance using permutation tests. The purpose of these analyses was to 339	  

determine the probability that co-localization of SNPs with high PIPs is expected by 340	  
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chance when we account for (1) the genomic distribution of SNPs in our data set and (2) 341	  

the distribution of PIPs observed for these SNPs. To determine whether there is statistical 342	  

evidence for clustering of PIPs at the level of LGs we randomly permuted PIPs without 343	  

replacement 10,000 times for both the T. podura and T. cristinae SNP data sets. During 344	  

this permutation procedure the number and location of SNPs along each linkage group 345	  

was maintained and therefore the only difference in these 10,000 data sets was the 346	  

distribution of PIPs across the genome. We calculated the proportion of permuted data 347	  

sets for which LG 8 had the largest mean PIP in both species.  348	  

We also tested whether there was evidence for the co-localization of candidate 349	  

SNPs within LG 8 by calculating the mean distance between two randomly sampled 350	  

scaffolds along LG 8. The distance between randomly sampled scaffolds was measured 351	  

in terms of the number of scaffolds separating the two sampled scaffolds because the 352	  

absolute distance between scaffolds (in bp) in the current version of the T. cristinae 353	  

genome is unknown. We repeated this procedure 10,000 times and determined the 354	  

probability that the distance observed between two randomly sampled scaffolds would be 355	  

less than or equal to the minimum observe distances between the top two T. cristinae, and 356	  

the top two T. podura candidate scaffolds. 357	  

 358	  

Dominance relationships between alleles 359	  

  360	  

We next determined dominance relationships of alleles at candidate SNPs in T. 361	  

podura using methods previously applied to T. cristinae (Comeault et al. 2015). 362	  

Specifically, we computed the ratio of dominant to additive effects of alleles at each of 363	  
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the loci identified by BSLMMs as having high PIPs.  Dominance effects (d) are 364	  

calculated as the difference between the mean phenotype of heterozygotes and half the 365	  

phenotypic distance between the mean phenotypes of the two homozygous genotypes. 366	  

Additive effects (a) were calculated as half the phenotypic distance of the two 367	  

homozygous genotypes. The ratio d/a represents the deviance of the phenotypes of 368	  

heterozygotes from those expected under additivity (Burke et al. 2002; Miller et al. 369	  

2014). The expected value of d/a for additive alleles is 0 while completely dominant or 370	  

recessive alleles will be 1 or -1. Here we follow previous conventions (Burke et al. 2002; 371	  

Miller et al. 2014) and classify alleles as being dominant if d/a is greater than 0.75, 372	  

recessive if d/a is less than -0.75, partially dominant or partially recessive if d/a is 373	  

between 0.75 and 0.25 or -0.75 and -0.25, respectively, and additive if d/a is between -374	  

0.25 and 0.25. 375	  

LD among sequenced SNPs can influence individual PIPs and be used to assess 376	  

whether SNPs associated with phenotypic variation are tagging the same functional 377	  

variant or independent genetic variation. For example, consider two functionally neutral 378	  

SNPs that are in perfect LD with each other and a single causal SNP that explains some 379	  

amount of phenotypic variation but was not itself sequenced. Each of the two neutral 380	  

SNPs could be identified by BSLMMs in ~50% of model iterations and would therefore 381	  

each have individual PIPs of 0.5. However, taken together, these two SNPs would be 382	  

tagging the single causal SNP in 100% of model iterations (50% + 50%). To address 383	  

whether candidate SNPs associated with color variation were potentially tagging the 384	  

same causal genetic variant (or causal variants in LD with one another) we estimated LD 385	  

by calculating genotypic correlations (r2) and normalized disequilibrium coefficients (D’) 386	  
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among different groups of SNPs using the ‘r2fast’ and ‘dprfast’ functions of the 387	  

GenABEL library in R (Aulchenko et al. 2007), respectively. To determine whether levels 388	  

of LD between the candidate SNPs were greater than null genomic expectations we 389	  

calculated pairwise r2 and D’ among all SNPs located on candidate scaffolds 1806 and 390	  

284, 1000 SNPs randomly sampled from LG 8, and 1000 SNPs randomly sampled from 391	  

the genome.  392	  

 393	  

Functional annotation of genomic regions containing candidate SNPs 394	  

 395	  

To generate a list of candidate genes underlying color phenotypes in T. podura we 396	  

examined annotations of predicted genes in the current draft of the T. cristinae reference 397	  

genome for both T. podura candidate scaffolds (i.e. scaffold 284 and 1806; see Results). 398	  

We then manually extracted and tabulated all InterPro or GO annotations for each 399	  

predicted gene located on these two scaffolds.  400	  

Previous work has shown that a SNP located in an intron of a gene encoding a 401	  

cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase is strongly associated with color phenotypes in T. cristinae 402	  

(Comeault et al. 2015). The GWA mapping analyses carried out here revealed that SNPs 403	  

strongly associated with color in T. podura (i.e. the two candidate SNPs identified on 404	  

scaffolds 284 and 1806) map to different scaffolds than the scaffold containing the T. 405	  

cristinae candidate cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase gene (scaffold 842; see Results below). 406	  

We therefore determined whether any of the SNPs within the T. podura GBS data set are 407	  

found within, or near, this candidate gene. Because the T. podura data set does not 408	  

contain any SNPs mapping to this gene (see Results), we also determined whether the T. 409	  
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podura SNPs mapping to scaffold 842 were in strong LD with the two candidate SNPs 410	  

we identify here. The goal of these analyses was to determine the likelihood that our data 411	  

set contained SNPs that would recover a relationship between color and the candidate 412	  

scaffold identified in T. cristinae, should it exist.  413	  

 414	  

Results 415	  

 416	  

Quantifying variation in color 417	  

 418	  

The green and melanistic phenotypes of T. podura differ in both RG and GB color 419	  

values (F1 ,40 = 158.92, P < 0.001; F1, 40 = 126.66, P < 0.001) but not with respect to 420	  

luminance (F1, 40 = 3.76, P = 0.06). Color phenotypes of T. cristinae differ in RG color, 421	  

GB color, and luminance (RG color: F1, 600 = 2687.30, P < 0.001; GB color: F1, 600 = 422	  

1050.90, P < 0.001; luminance: F1, 600 = 52.07, P < 0.001). Melanistic T. podura do not 423	  

differ from melanistic T. cristinae in RG or GB color (t = 1.88, P = 0.07; t = -1.52, P = 424	  

0.13) but melanistic T. podura have significantly greater luminance than melanistic T. 425	  

cristinae (mean L = 240.98 and 178.62, respectively; t = 5.12, P < 0.001). Green T. 426	  

podura differ in RG color, GB color, and L from the green phenotype of T. cristinae, (t = 427	  

3.33, P = 0.004; t = -5.75, P < 0.001; and t = 5.48, P < 0.001, respectively).  428	  

Despite some difference in color between T. podura and T. cristinae, both green 429	  

and melanistic color phenotypes broadly overlap in RG – GB color space and the 430	  

Euclidean distances between similarly colored individuals of each species were much less 431	  

than the Euclidean distances between differently colored individuals within species 432	  
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(mean [SE] Euclidean distance between T. podura and T. cristinae having the same color 433	  

= 0.193 [0.0011] and between differently colored T. podura = 0.377 [0.0050] or T. 434	  

cristinae = 0.501 [0.0006]; Fig. 1b). Therefore, while there are slight differences in the 435	  

color of green T. podura and green T. cristinae, these phenotypes cluster tightly in 436	  

phenotypic space and are more similar in color to each other than to differently colored 437	  

individuals of their own species (U = 315,985,777, P > 0.0001; Fig. 1b).  438	  

Color phenotypes of T. podura differed significantly in their degree of color 439	  

matching against different plant microhabitats (nested ANOVA; RG color: F1,40 = 158.9, 440	  

P < 0.001; GB color: F1,40 = 126.7, P < 0.001). Color phenotypes do not differ with 441	  

respect to luminance when compared against different plant microhabitats (nested 442	  

ANOVA; L: F1,40 = 3.8, P = 0.06). Figure 2 shows that the RG color of green T. podura 443	  

matches the RG color of all leaf microhabitats and the wood of C. leucodermis more 444	  

closely than the RG color of the melanistic phenotype. Similarly, the GB color of green 445	  

T. podura matches the color of A. fasciculatum leaves and the top of C. leucodermis 446	  

leaves more closely than the GB color of the melanistic phenotype. RG and GB color of 447	  

melanistic T. podura closely matches RG and GB color of A. fasciculatum wood and the 448	  

GB color of melanistic T. podura also matches the GB color of C. leucodermis wood 449	  

(Figure 2). These results show that the color of melanistic T. podura poorly matches both 450	  

C. leucodermis microhabitats (bark and leaves), but closely matches the color of A. 451	  

fasciculatum bark, relative to the green phenotype.  452	  

 453	  

Genetic architecture of T. podura color phenotypes using GWA 454	  

 455	  
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We retained genotypes at 121,435 with minor allele frequency (MAF) greater 456	  

then 0.01 for GWA mapping analyses. Hyperparameters estimated from BSLMMs 457	  

indicate that color variation in T. podura is controlled by a simple genetic architecture 458	  

with 97% of phenotypic variation being explained by genotype and 94% of this explained 459	  

variation being due to only 1 - 4 SNPs with large phenotypic effects (median estimates; 460	  

Figure 3 for complete posterior distributions). Similar results were obtained for T. 461	  

cristinae with 95% of phenotypic variation in color being explained by genotype and 462	  

95% of this explained variation being due to 7 SNPs with large phenotypic effects 463	  

(median estimates; Figure 3; Comeault et al. 2015). Two SNPs in the T. podura data set 464	  

were identified as having a large effect on color phenotypes in > 10% of BSLMM 465	  

iterations (i.e., PIPs > 0.10). Both of these SNPs map to LG 8 of the T. cristinae genome: 466	  

one at position 10972 of scaffold 1806 (hereafter referred to as “candidate SNP 1”; 467	  

Figure 4c) and the second at position 349343 of scaffold 284 (“candidate SNP 2”; Figure 468	  

4d). The PIP of candidate SNP 1 is 0.295 and the model-averaged estimate of β is 9.92. 469	  

The PIP of candidate SNP 2 is 0.102 and the model-averaged estimate of β is 4.25.  470	  

Further cross-validation analyses revealed effects of this size are unlikely to arise 471	  

from random associations within our data sets. For example, BSLMM analyses repeated 472	  

using randomly permuted phenotypic data sets did not recover any SNPs having large 473	  

effects on phenotypic variation in > 10% of model iterations and confidence intervals for 474	  

hyperparameter estimates spanned nearly the entire interval [0,1], indicating a strong 475	  

genetic signal within our observed data (Fig. S3). This strong genetic signal was also 476	  

confirmed by our ability to accurately predict the phenotype of individuals from 477	  

genotypic information alone (prediction accuracy = 96.8%; SI; Fig. S4). 478	  
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We explored whether genomic regions with a large effect on color variation were 479	  

statistically concentrated on LG 8 by calculating the mean PIP for SNPs at the level of 480	  

both LGs and scaffolds. Mean PIP differed significantly across the 13 LGs (proportion 481	  

test; χ2 = 21731.33, d.f. = 12, P < 0.001). SNPs mapping to LG 8 had the highest mean 482	  

PIP of all LGs (mean PIP = 0.000111; Figure 4a) and this mean PIP was nearly an order 483	  

of magnitude greater than the LG with the second largest mean PIP (LG 1; mean PIP = 484	  

0.0000194). The two scaffolds with the highest mean PIP were both located on LG 8 and 485	  

had mean PIPs of 0.0118 and 0.00161 (scaffolds 1806 and 284, respectively; Figure 4b). 486	  

Notably, these two scaffolds are also the two scaffolds that contain candidate SNPs 1 and 487	  

2, respectively.  488	  

 489	  

Co-localization of regions associated with color in the two species 490	  

 491	  

Further analyses show the co-localization of candidate SNPs in the two species on 492	  

LG 8 is unlikely to happen by chance. Permutation of PIPs within T. podura and T. 493	  

cristinae data sets show that the probability of LG 8 having the highest mean PIP in both 494	  

species by chance is 0.0067. Within LG 8, the probability that the two candidate scaffolds 495	  

in T. podura and T. cristinae are less than or equal to nine and eighteen scaffolds away 496	  

from each other (the minimum empirical distances we observe between the top two T. 497	  

podura and T. cristinae candidate scaffolds; Fig. 4b) by chance was 0.046 ([P|distance <= 498	  

9]] = 0.156 * [P|distance <= 18] = 0.295). These results indicate the same broad genomic 499	  

region affects color in the two species and raise the possibility the same gene is causally 500	  

involved. 501	  
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 502	  

Dominance relationships between alleles and linkage disequilibrium analyses 503	  

 504	  

Dominance relationships of alleles at T. podura candidate SNPs 1 and 2 show that 505	  

melanistic alleles are recessive to green alleles: d/a ratios for the two candidate SNPs 506	  

identified by BSLMMs are -1 and -0.93, respectively (Figure 5). Genotypes at these two 507	  

candidate SNPs are also in strong LD (r2 = 0.7917; D’ = 0.9091; Table 2). When 508	  

compared to genome-wide expectations, estimates of LD between the two candidate 509	  

SNPs are much greater than mean LD, and tended to be greater than the 95% empirical 510	  

quantile of LD within each SNP’s respective scaffold, for 1000 SNPs randomly sampled 511	  

from LG 8, or for 1000 SNPs sampled from across the genome (Table 2). 512	  

 513	  

Functional annotation of genomic regions containing candidate SNPs 514	  

 515	  

 The two T. podura candidate SNPs we identified in this study map to two 516	  

scaffolds of the T. cristinae genome that contain a total of 18 predicted genes with either 517	  

InterPro or GO annotations (Table S1). However, both candidate SNP 1 and 2 map to 518	  

intergenic regions and are 13.6 and 4.3 Kb away from the nearest gene, respectively.  519	  

Candidate SNPs 1 and 2 do not map to the scaffold of the T. cristinae genome 520	  

containing SNPs most strongly associated with color phenotypes in T. cristinae (scaffold 521	  

842; Figure 4b and d; Comeault et al. 2015). In addition, none of the 39 SNPs that map to 522	  

this scaffold were located within the putative cysteinyl-tRNA synthetase gene (positions 523	  

261250 to 286518) that contained SNPs associated with color variation in T. cristinae 524	  
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(Comeault et al. 2015). The two T. podura SNPs that are closest to this cysteinyl-tRNA 525	  

synthetase gene are located 1154 bp downstream of its downstream terminus and 8033 bp 526	  

from its upstream terminus. Median r2 between the 39 T. podura SNPs mapping to 527	  

scaffold 842 and the two T. podura candidate SNPs we identify on scaffolds 1806 and 528	  

284 are 0.0204 and 0.0191 (median D’ = 0.3785 and 0.4493) and the maximum pair-wise 529	  

r2 is 0.7158 and 0.8502 (maximum D’ = 1.000 and 1.000), respectively. These patterns of 530	  

LD suggest that the candidate SNPs we identify for T. podura tend to be in low LD with 531	  

SNPs on the candidate scaffold identified in T. cristinae. However, some SNPs on this 532	  

scaffold are in elevated LD with the T. podura candidate SNPs and do not preclude the 533	  

possibility that they are tagging the same functional variation associated with color in T. 534	  

cristinae. 535	  

 536	  

Discussion 537	  

 538	  

 Our results show that similar color phenotypes of T. podura and T. cristinae 539	  

largely overlap in two-dimensional color space, with strong divergence between color 540	  

morphs within species (Figure 1b). In contrast to ‘typical’ parallel or convergent 541	  

phenotypes (Elmer & Meyer 2011; Losos 2011; Parker et al. 2013), the color phenotypes 542	  

of T. podura and T. cristinae are not under the same form of selection (Table 1). 543	  

Therefore, our results highlight how similar phenotypic variation can repeatedly evolve 544	  

as a result of different forms of selection (Losos 2011). The fact that there are minor 545	  

differences between green phenotypes of T. podura and T. cristinae suggests that there 546	  

are either different alleles at the color locus in the different species (if they indeed share 547	  
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the same locus), ‘modifier loci’, an effect of genomic background, small dietary effects 548	  

that influence the expression of the green phenotype in these two species, or a 549	  

combination of these processes.  550	  

 An important and outstanding question that we were unable to address here is 551	  

whether color phenotypes of different species of Timema evolve via independent de novo 552	  

mutations, ancestral polymorphism, adaptive introgression, or a combination of these 553	  

mechanisms (Martin & Orgogozo 2013). However, our results suggest that the same 554	  

genomic regions control color phenotypes in both T. podura and T. cristinae, and 555	  

certainly the genetic architecture of these traits shares some similarities between species. 556	  

 557	  

The genetic architecture of color 558	  

 559	  

 We show that color in both T. podura and T. cristinae is controlled by similar 560	  

genetic architectures (i.e., one or a few loci on LG 8 with dominance of the green allele; 561	  

Figure 3). We observed strong LD between the two candidate SNPs identified for T. 562	  

podura (Table 2), suggesting that these two SNPs may be tagging the same functional 563	  

variant and that color phenotypes of T. podura are controlled by a single locus of large-564	  

effect. These two SNPs also map to the same linkage group (LG8) as the locus 565	  

controlling color phenotypes in T. cristinae (Comeault et al. 2015). We were unable to 566	  

test whether the same SNPs are associated with color variation in both species because 567	  

the GBS data set analyzed here did not contain any SNPs within ~1 Kb of the candidate 568	  

gene identified in T. cristinae (Comeault et al. 2015).  569	  
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Despite not knowing the specific causal variants, some aspects concerning the 570	  

genetic basis of color are clear. For example, dominance relationships of alleles 571	  

associated with these color phenotypes are shared between these two species: the green 572	  

allele is dominant to the melanistic allele (Comeault et al. 2015). Moreover, using multi-573	  

locus GWA mapping, we have shown that genotype – phenotype associations co-localize 574	  

to two regions of LG 8 and that this is unlikely to be due to chance. Taken together, these 575	  

results suggest that the same gene (or group of genes) control color in these two species. 576	  

Testing this hypothesis will require further fine scale mapping. 577	  

Determining the causal mutations controlling phenotypic variation in color in 578	  

Timema would facilitate a better understand the evolutionary history of this variation 579	  

(e.g., (Colosimo et al. 2005; Linnen et al. 2009). For example, are green and melanistic 580	  

phenotypes the result of ancestral polymorphism segregating within populations or are 581	  

they present due to the recurrent evolution of adaptive color alleles at the same or 582	  

different loci (Steiner et al. 2009)? If this genetic variation represents ancestral 583	  

polymorphism it would suggest a bias towards the recurrent evolution of the same color 584	  

phenotypes that affect fitness across different environments. Alternatively, recurrent 585	  

evolution of the same locus from de novo mutation could suggest mutational biases or 586	  

constraints in the evolution of color in Timema. The recent increase in genomic resources 587	  

available for Timema stick insects (Soria-Carrasco et al. 2014; Comeault et al. 2015) 588	  

should help to facilitate the discovery of the specific gene or genes underlying these color 589	  

phenotypes.   590	  

 591	  

Genetic variation and the response to different selective environments 592	  
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 593	  

Dominance relationships at the locus that controls color in the studied species will 594	  

result in melanistic alleles being hidden from selection in heterozygous individuals. This 595	  

will likely have two general effects: (1) recessive melanistic alleles will be maintained 596	  

within populations when they are maladaptive longer than green alleles and (2) dominant 597	  

green alleles will be able to respond to selection more quickly when at low frequencies in 598	  

a population compared to melanistic alleles. In T. podura the melanistic phenotype, to our 599	  

knowledge, is fixed within populations living on Adenostoma (Sandoval & Nosil 2005). 600	  

This suggests that there is strong selection acting against the green phenotype on 601	  

Adenostoma, which is supported by past predation experiments (Sandoval & Nosil 2005) 602	  

and the degree of background matching quantified here (Figure 2), or the green allele has 603	  

never reached Adenostoma populations. By contrast, a combination of either weaker 604	  

selection against melanistic individuals, the ability of melanistic alleles to hide from 605	  

selection in heterozygotes, or high rates of gene flow could contribute to the presence of 606	  

both green and melanistic individuals being found on C. leucodermis.  607	  

Such influences of genetic architecture on evolution have been shown in T. 608	  

cristinae (Comeault et al. 2015) and other systems (Rosenblum et al. 2010). For two 609	  

species of lizard living on the white sands of New Mexico (Sceloporus undulatus and 610	  

Aspidoscelis inornata), Rosenblum et al. (2010) showed that dominance relationships of 611	  

derived McIr alleles controlling coloration in these lizard differed: derived ‘white’ alleles 612	  

were dominant to ‘brown’ alleles in S. undulatus but recessive in A. inornata. Differences 613	  

in dominance relationships resulted in different patterns of phenotypic divergence among 614	  

populations of these lizards adapting to white-sand environments. This example 615	  
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illustrates how understanding the genetic architecture of phenotypic variation can help 616	  

our understanding of how selection structures genetic and phenotypic variation within 617	  

and among populations.  618	  

 619	  

Conclusion 620	  

 621	  

Dissecting the ecological relevance and genetic basis of recurrent evolutionary 622	  

outcomes (e.g. the evolution of the same color phenotypes in Timema) facilitates tests of 623	  

the factors affecting evolution. Phenotypes that repeatedly evolve among lineages and are 624	  

controlled by the same genes or genomic regions suggest that certain traits are 625	  

predisposed to evolve into certain regions of phenotypic space. This pattern could be 626	  

driven by historical contingencies, pre-existing adaptive variation that segregates within 627	  

populations (Taylor & McPhail 2000; Blount et al. 2008), or genetic and developmental 628	  

constraints, such as those generated by pleiotropy or epistatic interactions among 629	  

mutations (Stern & Orgogozo 2009). The data we preset here suggest that color variation 630	  

in Timema stick insects may be highly conserved: T. cristinae and T. podura are 631	  

separated by approximately 20 million years of evolution. Ultimately, identifying the 632	  

specific genes and mutations controlling color phenotypes in Timema will help us to 633	  

better understand the process of local adaptation.  634	  
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Tables and Figure Legends 770	  

Table 1. Summary of the ecology of the two species of Timema stick insects included in 771	  

this study.  772	  

species Location host plants 

considered here 

selection on color 

phenotypes 

T. cristinae Coastal western 

Transverse Range, 

Southern California 

C. spinosus,  

A. fasciculatum 

Balance of multiple 

sources of selection, 

often within host species, 

maintains polymorphism. 

T. podura San Bernardino, Rosa 

and San Jacinto 

Mountains, Central 

Southern California 

C. leucodermis, 

A. fasciculatum 

Divergent selection 

acting between host 

plants.  

  773	  
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Table 2. Linkage disequilibrium as calculated as genotypic correlations (r2) and D’ 774	  

among pairs of loci. Median r2 and D’ is reported for groups of SNPs sampled at different 775	  

genomic scales (see methods for details; 5% and 95% empirical quantiles are reported for 776	  

r2 only). Quantiles were not calculated for the two candidate SNPs as there is only a 777	  

single pair-wise comparison within this group. 778	  

genomic scale r2 D’ 5% quantile 95% quantile 

candidate SNPs 0.7917 0.9091 - - 

scaffold 1806 0.1119 0.5505 0.0005 0.9721 

scaffold 284 0.0554 0.4756 0.0002 0.2179 

LG 8 0.0401 0.4006 0.0002 0.1595 

genome 0.0373 0.3899 0.0002 0.1500 
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 780	  

Figure 1. (a) Illustrations of melanistic and green phenotypes for T. podura and T. 781	  

cristinae (illustrations are of males; credit: Rosa Marin). (b) Phenotypic position of 42 T. 782	  

podura and 602 T. cristinae in RG – GB color space. Hashed lines in ‘b’ represent the 783	  

range of RG (horizontal line) and GB (vertical line) values for T. podura phenotypes and 784	  

size of the symbols is proportional to an individual’s luminance.   785	  
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 787	  

Figure 2. Color matching of T. podura color phenotypes to different plant microhabitats. 788	  

The top row of panels represent RG color differences, the middle panels represent GB 789	  

color differences, and the bottom row of panels represent L differences. Each row 790	  

contains 5 panels reflecting the 5 different plant microhabitats we analyzed: A. 791	  

fasciculum leaves (‘leaf (A)’), the top and bottom of C. leucodermis leaves (‘leaf (C top)’ 792	  

and ‘leaf (C bottom)’), A. fasciculatum wood (‘wood (A)’), and C. leucodermis wood 793	  
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(‘wood (C)’). Bars are mean differences and error bars represent 95% confidence 794	  

intervals. 795	  

 796	  

 797	  

Figure 3. Posterior probability distributions of parameter estimates describing the genetic 798	  

architecture for color in T. podura (red lines) and T. cristinae (blue lines). The total 799	  

amount of phenotypic variation explained by genotype (PVE) and the proportion of that 800	  

variation that can be explained by SNPs with non-zero affects on phenotypic variation 801	  

(PGE) are given, along with the number of SNPs in our data set that have non-zero 802	  

affects on phenotypic variation (N-SNP). 803	  
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 805	  

Figure 4. Mapping the genomic location of SNPs associated with color variation in T. 806	  

podura and T. cristinae. (a) Mean posterior inclusion probabilities (PIPs) were calculated 807	  

for SNPs mapping to each of the 13 T. cristinae linkage groups (LG) and (b) for each 808	  

scaffold within LG 8. Scaffolds labels range from 0 to 112 and represent the scaffolds 809	  

relative position along LG 8. Scaffold (scaf.) number is given for the top two scaffolds 810	  
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for both T. podura and T. cristinae. Panels c) and d) plot absolute PIP for each SNP 811	  

mapping to the two scaffolds of LG 8 with the highest mean PIPs in T. podura and T. 812	  

cristinae, respectively. Note that T. podura candidate SNPs 1 and 2 are represented by 813	  

the SNPs with the largest PIPs on scaffolds 1806 and 284 (c), respectively.   814	  
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 816	  

Figure 5. Dominance of alleles at candidate SNPs associated with color variation in T. 817	  

podura. Mean (bars) and 95% binomial confidence intervals (vertical lines; computed 818	  

using the ‘binconf’ function in R) are shown for each genotype of both candidate SNP 1 819	  

and 2. Above each genotype we report the ratio of individuals with that genotype that 820	  

were melanistic. Green individuals are scored as “0” and melanistic individuals as “1”. 821	  

See methods for details of how the dominance coefficient (d/a) was calculated. 822	  
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